Research Questions
• Is it possible to extend the concept of context-free grammars from textual languages to binary file formats?
• Is it possible to specify binary file formats using these extended context-free binary file grammars?
• Is it possible to create parsers from these grammars for validating file formats?
• Is it possible to develop a parser generator that takes a binary file grammar for a binary file format and generates a parser that can validate the file format? 
Limitations of Context-free Grammars
• Context-free grammars cannot represent contextsensitive aspects of programming languages.
• They also cannot represent the semantics of programming languages, i.e., the actual computation or an interpretation in assembly language or machine language.
• Binary file formats have context-free and contextsensitive features.
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Donald Knuth [1968] proposed an extension of CFGs to address the context-sensitivity and semantics of programming languages.
An attribute grammar AG is a triple <G, A, AR>, where:
G is a context-free grammar for the language, A associates each grammar symbol X ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈ (N ∪ ∪ ∪ ∪ Σ) with a set of attributes, and AR associates each production R ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈ P with a set of attribute computation rules or conditions.
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GTRI_B-‹#›
Kinds (Families) of Binary File Formats
Based on File Structure
Chunk-based Binary File Formats
• Interchange File Format (IFF)
• Electronic Arts & Commodore-Amiga • A chunk consists of a chunk-id, a chunk-size and chunk-data.
• Chunk data can contain image, audio or text data. It can also contain sub-chunks and metadata. 
Data chunk BitmapHeader has metadata about the Bitmap

Color pallet is stored in the <CMAP> chunk
Bitmap is stored in the <BODY> chunk.
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Generating Parsers for Binary Formats
• Goal is a parser generator for binary file formats.
• ANTLR (Another Tool for language Recognition) is a parser generator
• Input: Attribute LL(k) grammar for a string language • Output: Source code (e.g. Java for a recognizer of that language)
• Wrote functions for each data type that converts character (byte) tokens to binary data types. 
File Description Languages vis-a-vis Attribute Array Grammars
• Each of the data description languages described can be used to define data types and file structures of binary files.
• The binary file format grammar described in this paper most closely resembles ASN.1 and DFDL.
• The binary file grammar is the only file description language based on formal grammars that is used for creating recognizers for file formats.
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Results
• It is possible to extend context-free grammars for textual languages to the specification of some chunk-based and directory-based binary file formats.
• It is possible to create parsers from these grammars for validating thse binary file formats.
• ANTLR, a parser generator for LL(k) grammars, has been successfully used to generate parsers for two chunk-based file formats and two directory-based file formats.
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• Can we construct binary array attribute grammars for executable and header-body binary format families?
• Can semantics be incorporated into the grammars for binary file formats to enable the generation of viewers/players and file format converters?
• Can we construct a parser generator (a Compiler-Compiler) for binary array attribute grammars? • Can grammar-based specifications for binary file formats be as intelligible as those that are not grammar based?
• Explicitly, how do binary array attribute grammars compare with other file description languages?
• How do we establish the correctness of the programs for validation, metadata extraction, rendering and converting file formats that are generated from attribute grammar specifications and a compiler/compiler? 
